PRIVATE EVENT TOUR & ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Consider adding a tour or learning engagement opportunity to your private event at York Street. Experienced Gardens docents share their knowledge of and passion for plants, horticulture and/or art with your guests. These informative conversations also give you the opportunity to ask questions, share your thoughts, experience perennial favorites and uncover lesser-known spaces. Select from a number of options based on your group’s needs and interests.

Tour & Learning Engagement Opportunities:
• Tour options are for events with 25-80 guests. Larger groups may be accommodated with the Stationary Docents option (see below).
• Reservations must be made with a minimum of three weeks’ notice and are dependent on docent availability. If your group is larger than 50 guests, four or more weeks’ notice is encouraged and always appreciated.
• Tour and learning engagement opportunities are only offered during daylight hours.

Art Exhibit Tours
Offered May – September During Special Exhibitions
Denver Botanic Gardens is a premier venue for outdoor sculpture exhibitions. Take a tour of our current art exhibition and gain insight about the works on display and the artists who created them.

Seasonal Discoveries Tours
Available Year-round
No matter the time of year, botanical treasures await your discovery with these guided tours of gardens at their seasonal peaks. Experience the Gardens’ landscape at its best, whether through the colorful bounty of summer or the crystalline beauty of winter.

Stationary Docents
Available Year-round
To optimize the guest experience for larger groups, docents can be stationed at specific locations throughout the Gardens to answer questions and guide learning experiences. Generally, this option works well for groups of 50 or more, in place of structured tours. This alternative is beneficial if your guests would rather stroll through the Gardens at their own pace instead of participating in an organized tour.

Pricing & Structure:
Experiences for up to 25 people
• $100
• One or two docent-led tours (dependent on size of group)
• Tours 30 minutes to one hour in length
• Maximum of 13 people per guide

Experiences for 26-50 people
• $200
• Up to four docent-guided tours (dependent on size of group)
• Tours 30 minutes to one hour in length
• Maximum of 13 people per guide
• Tour start times are staggered by 15 minutes so tours run smoothly and tour congestion is limited

Experiences for 50-80 people
Option A: Tours
• $300
• Up to six docent-guided tours (typically, three individual docents will lead two 30-minute tours back to back for a total of six docent-guided tours)
• Tours 30 minutes in length
• Maximum of 13 people per guide with no more than three groups of 13 people leaving at any given time
• Tour start times usually staggered by 30 minutes

Option B: Stationary Docents
• $300
• Up to five stationary docents for three hours

Experiences for more than 80 people
• $350
• Up to five stationary docents for three hours
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